entertain with flare

outdoor living with flare
The end of a perfect day... friends are gathering and the table is set,
drinks are lifted from the ice. As the sun begins to sink and the day’s
activities turn from action to conversation, the fire is lit. Blazing logs
of macrocapa scent the air as dusk falls. Drinks are served, and the
talk flows around the fire.
The sun settles below the horizon, the fire is allowed to go to embers,
the cooking frame is lifted into the firebox along with the cooking
plates, and the mussels are put on the hot plate to open of their own
accord. The steaks – marinated and seasoned, are placed on a sizzling
hot grill, the kind of heat that only comes from a well built wood fire.
As night wears on, the fire is stoked, the cooking plates removed and
the assembled company bask in the heat radiating from the entire
solid masonry structure. Chairs are pulled up, and the night extends
in the warm glow of the firelight.
FLARE outdoor fireplaces cater to today’s modern lifestyle needs,
transforming your outdoor living space while not losing sight of the
primal, universal romance of a traditional wood burning fireplace.

When it comes to creating a full sensory experience,
nothing compares with the sound, aroma and ambiance
generated by a raging wood burning fireplace.

cook with flare

Modular Design –
Multiple Configurations

Features

Modular Design

All FLARE Outdoor fireplaces are modular
in format, allowing design flexibility to
suit your particular needs. Add a large
variety of textures and surface treatments
to the equation and there are multiple
configurations – seldom are two fireplaces
the same.

Variety oF Finishes & textures

Fast Installation
All Season Use
Finish Options
Attention to Detail
Council Compliance Safety
Variety of Cooking Options
Flexibility of Use

You may prefer to leave your Flare outdoor
fireplace in its attractive natural concrete
finish. Also Flare offer a few other finishes.
A sophisticated plaster which can be painted
to the colour of your choice, or a polished
concrete finish to the front face of the
fireplace and tops of the woodboxs.
Many other finishes can be applied stone,
brick, schist the list goes on, speak to your
local specialist for options.

Flexibility of Use
Wood-fired BBQ cooking or even the option
of gas? Flare outdoor fireplaces are
primarily designed for wood however there
are a number of gas fireboxes in the market
that can fit in a flare fire (see your local
gas supplier for installation and advice).

Speed of installation
Your new fireplace can be installed in just
a few hours – the solid concrete modules
being designed for ease of installation.
Access is required for a HIAB, or other
small lifting device – these are not
lightweight temporary units, but built
strong to give lasting pleasure!

Seasonal Flexibility
Fire restrictions can mean that outdoor
fireplaces are unable to be used for
entertaining in the summer. Fitting a Spark
Reducer and semi-translucent doors could
allow the ability to use and enjoy your
Flare outdoor fireplace right through
summer (check with your local authority).

Aesthetics
FLARE outdoor fireplaces have refined
the design of their range over years of
trial and many, many outdoor entertaining
sessions! The flARE range is easy on the
eye, and fits elegantly with today’s homes.
The overall effect is simplicity, with
attention to detail.

Council Compliance

design benefits

Every FLARE outdoor fireplace
comes with a Producer Statement
(PS1 - Engineer’s Certificate) and
plans ready for submission to council
should they be required.

Solid masonry construction provides
huge residual heat distribution.

Manufacturing Process
All FLARE outdoor fireplaces are
constructed using a modular masonry
system. Modules are cast at our
premises in Tauranga, then palletised
for shipping nationwide.

Safety
FLARE outdoor fireplaces have their
fireboxes set at a height that is safe
for children. The front of the firebox
has a stainless steel shield to protect
against log roll out. This is also double
folded to reduce the risk of burns.

Other points of interest
For optimal ambience the firebox
is typically set at a height that is
viewable to all your guests, not just
the few in front.

There is no steel firebox to rust and
stain your deck, and that means
there is no need to put covers over
your fireplace when not in use.
The fire is designed as a “lazy fire”.
There is no grate, as the fire is built
directly on top of the firebricks,
like in a pizza oven or any modern
efficient wood fire. After the initial
rush of flame, this provides a solid,
warming fire that burns slowly with
an intense amount of heat.
The fireboxes on all of the Flare
outdoor masonry fireplaces are
designed to take either a cooking
frame or swing frame. These frames
can be fitted with cooking plates,
grills, wok, rotisserie, pizza hood
and stone or whatever takes the
chef’s fancy!
To cook a tasty pizza, add a grill
plate with a stone to your cooking
frame, then place a pizza hood over
the top. In just minutes you’ll be
enjoying your wood-fired pizza!

cooking philosophy
New Zealanders are becoming
very sophisticated outdoor cooks.
Our outdoor fireplaces give you
the opportunity to enjoy the full
experience of a flame grilled steak or
the exotic taste of pizza cooked over
truly hot coals. The Italians mastered
the art of cooking over coals by using
a fire that burns vertically on the back
of the firebox and dragging coals
forward for cooking, whereas the
South Africans use a grate on the left,
drawing the fallen coals to the centre
for cooking.
flARE outdoor fireplaces are
designed along similar lines, but
adapted to suit the Kiwi style of
multiple use, making the most of our
unique outdoor lifestyle.

Our fireplaces allow you to light a
big fire for everyone to enjoy as your
guests arrive. As the night progresses,
move the ember base to one side of
the firebox for use as a heat bank,
lift the cooking frame into place and
select your favourite grill or hot plate,
heat it and start to cook. If further
heat or flavour is required, manage
your charcoals accordingly, dragging
them across as required allowing
infinite variation of heat and flavour.
This level of control makes cooking a
breeze. Our unique design allows for
a portion of the fire to be kept at full
height, providing both aesthetics and a
constant source of embers for cooking.
After dinner lift out the cooking frame
and add more logs.

designs
boston

(Straight Shoulders)

Standard | Deluxe | Premier | Senator

Tuscany

(curved Shoulders)

Standard | Deluxe | Premier | Senator

martello tower

(steel fireplace)

Extras
Bevels for Chimney
Hearth

(Masonry fireplace only)

(Masonry fireplace only)

Variety of cooking options
Various accessories

technical specifications

configurations

martello

boston

900

80

boston / tuscany

(Straight Shoulders)

Boston
profile

Premier

tuscany

Senator

Senator L

Senator Corner

(curved Shoulders)

2855
137

Deluxe

730

Standard

1250

2960

profile

2992

Metro

1360 x 720 deep

772
950 x 950 deep
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